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ABSTRACT

Bridging the Gap: An Introduction to Jazz Improvisation and the Application of Manipulating
Composed Content for Classical Percussionists
by
James Douglas Whiting
Dr. Timothy Jones, Examination Committee Chair
Professor of Music
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

This document presents a systematic study of an introductory method to jazz improvisation
for classical percussionists. This method discusses a combination of fundamental concepts of jazz
improvisation, combined with the approaches of applying these concepts as a way of manipulating
composed content. This methodology provides classical percussionists with an appropriate vehicle
to bridge their knowledge from through-composed, and classical music, to jazz improvisation. The
concepts, along with an analysis of their application, is detailed in each chapter with extensive
musical examples.
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PREFACE

To date, there is little educational literature available directed toward advanced and
professional musicians, who are trained in “classical,” or “orchestral” traditions on an introduction
to jazz improvisation. There is however a plethora of material on jazz improvisation, or
“introductions” to jazz improvisation, that either consciously, or subconsciously, begins with an
assumed fundamental knowledge in jazz theory and harmony. Some of these texts, which are full
of excellent material, include; Ed Saindon’s A Complete Guide to Improvisation Vol. 1-3, Jamey
Abersold’s Complete Play-Along Series, and Mark Levine’s The Jazz Piano Book and The Jazz
Theory Book. Additionally, many educational texts available in improvisation and music theory
deal very little with the application of concepts beyond a few short examples. This leaves a
significant divide between those trained as “classical musicians,” and those trained as “jazz
musicians.” I particularly see this divide frequently in the classical percussion community.

This document is intended to act as a bridge for classical and orchestral musicians to
understanding the world of jazz improvisation. This starts with something they know; reading the
ink! The content of this document focuses on how to apply concepts of music theory and harmony
along with improvisation to music (compositions and arrangements) by manipulating content
already on the page. It is contextualized directly for mallet percussionists, however, the concepts
can be adopted and adapted for all instruments.

v

The layout of this document covers eight concepts that are essential to developing a
fundamental understanding of improvisational vocabulary while maintaining a strong linkage to
the specific piece, or “tune.”
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CHAPTER ONE:

FOR THE VIBRAPHONE PERFORMER ONLY: TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

As the content of this document is directed specifically toward percussionists, and the
musical examples are scored for vibraphone, I would be remiss in my duty if I did not briefly
discuss the technical considerations of the instrument.

PEDALING
For many inexperienced vibraphone players, the use or misuse of the pedal is a major issue.
The most obvious conclusion is that the vibraphone is capable of sustaining notes, and, as a result,
the pedal and dampener bar control the sustain of the instrument. David Friedman perfectly states,
“Deft use of the pedal, however, can mean the difference between a smooth legato line and a
confused, undefined cluster of notes.”1 There are several excellent texts discussing pedaling and
mallet dampening techniques and approaches including: David Friedman’s Vibraphone
Technique: dampening and pedaling, and Ed Saindon’s Berklee Method: Vibraphone, among
others. Within these texts you will find the following terms and explanations: “full pedaling,” “half
pedaling,” or “flutter pedaling,” and “after pedaling.”
1. “Full Pedaling,” as the title implies, allows the bar to ring fully and unhampered by the
dampener bar. To accomplish this, use only enough pedal movement to separate the

1

David Friedman, Vibraphone technique: dampening and pedaling, Berklee Press Publications,
Boston, 1973: 21
1

damper bar from the bars. The term “full pedaling” does not imply that the players foot
need be extended fully, or that the pedal need be pressed fully to the floor.
2. “Half pedaling” consists in lowering the pedal a small amount so the damper bar is
lightly touching the bars, producing a slight sustain of a few seconds when the note is
struck. Half pedaling, applied repeatedly, especially in fast passages, produces a good
legato phrase because the slight prolongation of the sound creates a “glue” between one
note and another. Because of the constant movement of the damper bar, fast half
pedaling is known as “flutter pedaling.” Flutter pedaling allows one to achieve singable
and expressive phrasing similar to a wind instrument, or a singer.
3. “After pedaling,” is the act depressing the pedal immediately after striking the note
with the mallet. This technique can be used to connect two or more notes together
without a noticeable break between the notes.

MALLET DAMPENING
“Mallet dampening is accomplished by striking a note, and dampening it with [a] mallet
(pressing the head of the mallet on the bar so as to stop the vibrations) while another mallet strikes
the next note, and so on. The pedal is sustained (depressed) throughout the process. Mallet
dampening is indicated by an X placed after the note to be dampened.”2 Much like pedaling, there
are several situational variations of mallet dampening, however, the three most commonly types
are:

2

Ibid., 1.
2

1. “Chase mallet dampening” requires the use of both hands, with the roles of striking the
bar and dampening the bar being isolated to each hand. This is used in musical
situations where a phrase is scalic in nature. For an ascending scale, the right hand
would strike the bars, while the left hand chases the right and dampens the ringing bar
as the right hand strikes each subsequent bar. Conversely, for a descending scale, the
roles are reversed with the left hand striking the bar, and the right hand dampening the
bar. See Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1. Chase mallet dampening

2. “Hand-to-hand mallet dampening” is utilized when a musical phrase does not
consistently ascend, or descend between subsequent notes. Therefore, this requires both
hands to perform the individual roles of striking, and dampening the. Figure 1.4 is a C
major scale in thirds starting with the left hand striking the ‘C’. As the right hand strikes
the ‘E’, the left hand dampens the ‘C’. As the left hand strikes the ‘D,’ the right hand
dampens the ‘E,’ and so on.

3

Figure 1.2. Hand-to-hand mallet dampening

3. “Slide mallet dampening” uses one motion to execute both the striking and dampening.
As soon as a new note is struck, the mallet immediately slides back onto the previous
note to dampen (Figure 1.3). This technique is most commonly utilized when it is
difficult, or impossible, to have both hands attend to the striking and dampening. It is
therefore, highly effective in four-mallet playing.

Figure 1.3. Slide mallet dampening

There are several articles published in the Percussive Arts Society Percussion Notes archives
detailing advanced mallet dampening techniques which are an extension of the aforementioned
techniques. For the purposes of this document, it is not necessary for them to be discussed.
The appropriate use of pedaling and mallet dampening are subject to three main musical
elements: articulation, phrasing, and duration. The first and simplest element, articulation and
phrasing, can be approached on vibraphone in the musical examples of Figures 1.1, 1.2, and 1.4.
Figure 1.4 shows an ascending C major scale utilizing the pedal only to articulate each note, and
4

subsequently phrase the entire scale. Due to every note needing to be “pedaled,” the sound
produced is similar to that of a wind player “tonguing,” or separating each note. Conversely, when
mallet dampening is utilized to the same scale in Figure 1.1, the phrasing of the scale is much
smoother as each note is not being detached by the pedal. This sound is similar to a wind player
using a continuous breath to perform the scale, and therefore “slurring” the phrase to produce
smooth sound.

Figure 1.4. C major scale with pedaling

The third element, duration, is often the major consideration when utilizing 4-mallet
playing to allow independence of voices. Figure 1.5 demonstrates an example of independence in
all four voices requiring an approach of combined pedaling and mallet dampening. In these
situations, pedaling should be considered as a “big picture” approach to address the notes of the
longest duration, and mallet dampening should be used for the detailed picture e.g., tensionresolution of a 2-3 retardation,3 as shown in the soprano voice in bar two of Figure 5. In this
situation, the “big picture” use of the pedal is to ensure voices 1 and 3 are held for their full
duration, and mallet dampening is used to ensure clear independence in voices 2 and 4.

3

Stefan Kostka and Dorothy Payne, Tonal Harmony with an Introduction to Twentieth-Century
Music, New York: McGraw Hill, 1995: 182.

5

Figure 1.5. Utilizing pedaling and dampening

CONTEXTUAL APPLICATION
Provided in Figure 1.6 is a musical example from the piece “Lament #VegasStrong”
(Whiting) with the pedaling and dampening marks detailed throughout the first eight measures to
demonstrate the practical application of pedaling and dampening. As you can see in this example,
marking all pedaling and dampening requirements often complicates the reading of the music.
Generally, this is not detailed by the composer or arranger, leaving the technical responsibilities
to the performer’s discretion.

6

Figure 1.6. Lament #VegasStrong musical example 1

In the opening six measures, the dampening markings from beat one to beat two suggest
the performer uses slide dampening due to the figure using double stops in parallel motion. Double
stops moving in parallel, or similar motion, in either the same, or both hands can usually be
effectively dampened using the slide dampening technique. The movement of the ‘C’ to ‘B’ on
beat 4 in measure 3 can be dampened by either the slide technique, or by the hand-to-hand
technique as there is no other movement occurring at that point which would require the left hand.
Therefore, the ‘C’ would be stuck with the right hand (either mallet 3 or 4), and the ‘B’ would be
struck by the left hand (mallet 2) simultaneously with the right hand dampening the ‘C.’ In measure
7, the chase dampening technique can be used to perform the descending phrase on beat 3, by
using the left hand to strike the ‘B,’ ‘A,’ and ‘G,’ with the left hand chasing to dampen as each
new note is struck. Regarding the pedaling throughout this example, a simple “big picture”

7

approach has been applied in the pedaling markings, allowing the mallet dampening to provide the
clarity required. However, as the performer advances in their pedaling and dampening techniques,
this musical example could be enhanced by the use of after pedaling and flutter pedaling
throughout the denser phrases in measures 7–9.

8

CHAPTER TWO:
RHYTHMIC MANIPULATION

Rhythm is the fundamental element for any musician regardless of instrument, style, or,
genre. As improvisers, we have a tendency to delve deeply into the abyss of harmonic concepts,
and other ways of developing sophistication in our musical vocabulary. As a result, rhythm, and
rhythmic manipulation is sometimes underutilized by improvising performers. The purpose of
opening this methodology of improvisational concepts with rhythmic manipulation is to eliminate
the major concern of the beginner improviser of “what notes (pitches) do I play?” In this chapter,
rhythmic manipulation and phrasing are discussed with three concepts: manipulating rhythmic
duration; use of anticipation, and; use of hesitation. Each concept is discussed with basic rhythmic
examples, and later culminate for contextualization with musical examples based on the
composition “Burbank.” “Burbank” is also used in Chapter Three, Chord-Tone Soloing, as a
means of tying together rhythm and pitch.

MANIPULATING RHYTHMIC DURATION
Arguably, anything can be manipulated to some degree. Manipulating rhythmic value, and
subsequently, rhythmic phrasing, involves taking a predetermined set of rhythms, e.g: quarter
notes and eighth notes, and altering the phrase to different rhythmic values e.g., half notes and
quarter notes. Figure 2.1 demonstrates this concept by taking the rhythmic idea laid out in measures
1–2, and then manipulates the idea in measures 3–6 by using longer rhythmic durations. In measure

9

7, the example demonstrates using shorter rhythmic durations. These manipulations of duration
result in the amount of time needed to complete the rhythmic idea in its entirety.

Figure 2.1. Manipulating rhythmic duration

To extend upon this concept, Figure 2.2 demonstrates the original rhythmic idea, or phrase.
Figure 2.3 demonstrates the rhythmic manipulation of the original idea by halving the duration of
all rhythmic values, e.g: quarter notes become eighth notes; eighth notes become sixteenth notes,
and so on. Conversely, Figure 2.4 demonstrates the rhythmic manipulation of the original idea by
doubling the duration of all rhythmic values, e.g: quarter notes become half notes; half notes
become whole notes, and so on.

Figure 2.2. Original idea

10

Figure 2.3. Halving duration of all rhythmic values

Figure 2.4. Doubling duration of all rhythmic values

RHYTHMIC ANTICIPATION
Rhythmic anticipation is a concept frequently utilized in jazz as a way of creating interest,
or excitement, and carrying energy throughout a piece. This concept is most commonly used as a
way of anticipating the downbeat, or strong beats of the music, which usually serve as a point of
resolution. Figure 2.5 demonstrates an original rhythmic figure with the resolution occurring on
the downbeat of measure 2. Figure 2.6 demonstrates an anticipation of said downbeat occurring
on the last eighth note of measure 1. Similarly, Figure 2.7., demonstrates the original rhythmic
idea of four quarter notes on the beat. The entire rhythmic idea is than manipulated to anticipate
the beat by an eighth note, creating a subjectively more interesting figure.

11

Figure 2.5. Original idea

Figure 2.6. Anticipation of the downbeat

Figure 2.7. Maintaining anticipation

RHYTHMIC HESITATION
Rhythmic hesitation is the concept of delaying a rhythmic phrase or idea. It is also utilized
heavily in jazz as a way of building tension when the rhythm becomes less predictable to the
listener. Figure 2.8 demonstrates the same original rhythmic idea from Figure 2.7 with the
application of the hesitation concept in subsequent bar. In this example, the entire rhythmic idea
has been delayed by an eighth note.

Figure 2.8. Rhythmic hesitation
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Thus far, the musical examples provided are an entry level application of these concepts,
and are yet to show the full potential of the effect. When pitch is added to a rhythmic idea —
whether it be a melodic instrument such as the vibraphone, or non-melodic instruments such as
toms on a drum-set — the application of these concepts becomes clearer and more exciting.

MUSICAL APPLICATION
The following musical examples, Figure 2.9–2.11, demonstrate the original melody of the
tune Burbank, and the possibilities created when manipulated by applying all three discussed
concepts.

13

Figure 2.9. Burbank original

Rhythmically speaking, the melody of Burbank is simple and strong, with most
resolutions of a phrase ending on the downbeat of a bar, e.g: an anacrusis into measure 1,
measure 2 into measure 3, measure 4 into measure 5. This provides a solid basis to manipulate,
regardless what aforementioned concept is utilized.

14

Figure 2.10. Burbank rhythmic manipulation 1

Figure 2. 10 utilizes all three concepts, beginning with both a hesitation of the opening
statement, and a manipulation of the duration of rhythms through to measure 3. This
manipulation allows a tasteful use of tension and resolution in measure 3 from the ‘Eb’ (4th scale
degree) resolving down to the ‘D’ (3rd scale degree, and 3rd of the associated chord) to align with
the harmony of Bb major. Measures 5–8 demonstrate a continued application of altering the

15

duration with a subtle use of anticipation in measure 5 into measure 6. To extend upon
manipulating rhythmic duration, measures 9–10 demonstrate an application of adding a repeated
note in the dotted quarter and eighth note figure. The remaining eight measures have been left
unanalyzed to allow the reader to develop their understanding.

Figure 2.11. Burbank rhythmic manipulation 2

16

Figure 2.11 shows a slightly more advanced application of the discussed concepts with
less subtle manipulation of rhythmic durations, and rhythmic hesitations of more than an eighth,
or quarter note based on the original melody. Measure 5 demonstrates the ability to hesitate the
original pickup figure from measure 4 by two beats, and then condense the remaining material
from the proceeding measures to allow adequate resolution in measure 7. Measures 16–22
demonstrate a use of both anticipation and hesitation to create a prolonged syncopation of the
phrasing.

17

CHAPTER THREE:
CHORD-TONE SOLOING
Chord-Tone soloing is a crucial and fundamental approach to improvisation. This approach
utilizes notes only from the respective chord as a means of note selection. The purpose of
addressing this concept of improvisation is to allow the performer to solidify his/her understanding
of chord symbols, chord changes, and the ability to move between chords with appropriate note
selection. To engage fully with this document, it is crucial that the reader/performer have a basic
understanding of chords and chord symbols. Table 3.1, as shown below, contains the most
common chords, with a breakdown of their respective structures, in the key of C.

Table 3.1. Understanding chord symbols
Chord Name
Major Triad
Major 7th
Major 9th
Minor Triad

Symbol
C
Cmaj7
Cmaj9
Cm, Cmin, C-

Formula
1, 3, 5
1, 3, 5, 7
1, 3, 5, 7, 9
1, b3, 5

Notes (in C)
C, E, G
C, E, G, B
C, E, G, B, D
C, Eb, G

Minor 7th
Minor 9th
Minor 11th
Dominant 7th

Cm7, Cmin7, C-7
Cm9, Cmin9, C-9
Cm11, Cmin11, C-11
C7

1, b3, 5, b7
1, b3, 5, b7, 9
1, b3, 5, b7, 9, 11
1, 3, 5, b7

C, Eb, G, Bb
C, Eb, G, Bb, D
C, Eb, G, Bb, D, F
C, E, G, Bb

Dominant 9th
Dominant 13th

C9
C13

1, 3, 5, b7, 9
1, 3, 5, b7, 9, #11, 13

Altered Dominant
7th
Diminished Triad
Diminished 7th
Half Diminished
7th
Augmented Triad
Augmented 7th

C7alt
Cº, Cdim
Cº7, Cdim7
Cmin7b5, C-7b5

C, E, G, Bb, D
C, E, G, Bb, D, F#,
A
1, 3, (5), b7, b9, #9, #11, C, E, (G), Bb, Db,
b13
D#/Eb, F#, Ab
1, b3, b5
C, Eb, Gb
1, b3, b5, bb7
C, Eb, Gb, Bbb/A
1, b3, b5, b7
C, Eb, Gb, Bb

C+, Caug
C+7, Caug7

1, 3, #5
1, 3, #5, b7

18

C, E, G#
C, E, G#, Bb

For the purpose of this document, the associated composition, “Burbank,” utilizes standard
jazz chord changes. Understanding that readers will be of varying abilities, the chords in measure
7, 9, 14, 22, and 24 have been either extended, or altered beyond the basic 7th chord structure to
allow opportunity for development.
Figure 3.1 is the lead sheet melody of Burbank with the chord symbols printed above.
With the exception of measure 6, and measure 20, the melody of Burbank is constructed using
chord tones.
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Figure 3.1. Burbank lead sheet

Figure 3.2 demonstrates the necessary rudimentary approach of identifying the chord tones
for each chord. In most cases, the chord tones of each chord are some variation of the root, third,
fifth, and seventh scale degrees, and are shown as quarter notes. Eighth notes have been used in
measures 9, 10, 18, 20 and 22 to demonstrate all chord tones as these chords are either altered, or
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extended beyond the basic seventh chord structure, or, the harmonic rhythm of two beats per chord,
rather than four beats.

Figure 3.2. Chord tone options
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Once the performer has identified the chord tones for each chord and internalized the
information, it is necessary utilize, what I call, the “running eighth note” exercise (Figure 3.3). The
“running eighth note” exercise involves playing consistent eighth notes abiding by the chords of a
given piece, or tune, as a way of developing the performer’s aptitude for recalling chord tones.

Figure 3.3. Running eighth note exercise
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This exercise will quickly demonstrate any chord changes with which the perform is less
familiar. Moreover, the exercise can be manipulated to involve running triplets, and sixteenth
notes, as the perform desires for further development. The performer should utilize the full range
of the instrument, as well as incorporate a variation of contours in their melody e.g: ascending,
descending, and a mixture of both.

From here, we address creating a solo based on chord tones. For those less comfortable
with the concept of improvising, it is perfectly acceptable to take the time to compose a solo using
these approaches. After all, improvisation is composition in real time. Figures 3.4–3.6 are three
different solos built using the chord tone approach. Pay close attention to: 1) use and development
of motivic statements, either rhythmic or melodic; 2) variation in rhythms, and; 3) use of space.
These three aspects are key to creating and developing an improvised solo (or composed piece)
that maintains the listeners interest. Figure 3.4 opens with a motivic statement in measure 1 in both
pitch selection (3, 1, 7, 1, 3, 5), and rhythm, which is continued in measure 2. Similarly, parallels
can be drawn in rhythmic motif between measures 9–11, and 13–15.
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Figure 3.4. Burbank solo 1

Figure 3.5 offers a slightly different approach rhythmically, and, in regards to the use of
space. This musical example also offers two important suggestions for diversifying a solo: 1)
identifying common tones between chords, and maintaining a pitch, or motif, while the chords
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change as demonstrated in measures 2–4; 2) and manipulating a motif to prolong a musical idea,
as demonstrated in measures 13–16.

Figure 3.5. Burbank solo 2

Finally, Figure 3.6 offers another approach of developing motives across a larger span. The
opening statement is a three-note idea on beat two of measure 1, and is echoed later in the same
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measure. Measure 2 continues this exact rhythmic statement with the necessary pitch adjustments
for the chord change to F7. This three-note idea is manipulated somewhat as an opening statement
to each phrase in measures 3–6.

Figure 3.6. Burbank solo 3
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The analysis of the musical examples in this chapter are merely a scratch on the surface.
The intent is to direct the reader’s attention to the more striking aspects of the solos. This allows
the reader to now conduct his/her own analysis of each of the solos in order to delve into the
various sonorities of chord tone selection.
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CHAPTER FOUR:

CHORD-SCALE SOLOING

Chord-scale soloing is the concept of stepping beyond chord tones (or, target notes), as
discussed in the previous chapter, and extending the improviser’s vocabulary utilizing the
remaining notes of the scale with an associated chord. This is frequently the area in which
inexperienced improvisers feel intimidated; due in part to the choices now available to them. The
most important aspect to remember is sonorities of color in music. Every scale, and chord, will
have a slightly different chord depending on its context, and that is something that can be
capitalized on greatly in music. While we still need to consider the practice of music theory to
contextualize consonance and dissonance, the reader should not be too concerned with “right” and
“wrong” at this juncture. It is important to experiment!

The below table (Table 4.1) is based on Table 3.1. in the previous chapter, and has been
altered to discuss applicable scales which can be used with the associated common chord types
and qualities.
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Table 4.1. Understanding chord-scales
Chord Name
Major 7th

Symbol
Cmaj7

Minor 7th

Cm7,
Cmin7, C-7

Dominant 7th

C7

Altered Dominant 7th C7alt
Diminished 7th
Cº7, Cdim7
Half Diminished 7th
Augmented Triad
Augmented 7th

Cq7
C+, Caug
C+7, Caug7

Applicable Scales
Ionian
Lydian
Dorian
Aeolian
Phyrigian
Mixolydian
Lydian-Dominant
Altered Scale
Whole-Half
Diminished
Locrian “#2”
Lydian Augmented
Whole-Tone

Formula of scale degrees
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
1, 2, 3, #4, 5, 6, 7
1, 2, b3, 4, 5, 6, b7
1, 2, b3, 4, 5, b6, b7
1, b2, b3, 4, 5, b6, b7
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, b7
1, 2, 3, #4, 5, 6, b7
1, b2, #2, 3, #4/b5, b6, b7
1, 2, b3, 4, b5, b6, 6, 7
1, 2, b3, 4, b5, b6, b7
1, 2, 3, #4, #5, 6, 7
1, 2, 3, #4, #5, #6

Figure 4.1 demonstrates the modes of the major scale in order from brightest to darkest in
sound color.
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Figure 4.1. Modes of the major scale

Figure 4.2 displays the additional scales mentioned in Table 4.1. Unlike the modes of the
major scale, these additional scales associated to a parent scale in the same way. The scales listed
for this chapter are purely a starting point, and are scales most frequently used to build a
fundamental improvisational vocabulary. Those already well-versed in music theory and harmony
should look to extend their vocabulary with additional scales such as modes of the harmonic and
melodic minors, bebop scales, blues scales, diminished scales, etc. These are detailed heavily in
many improvisational methods including Mark Levine’s The Jazz Theory Book, and Ed Saindon’s
series The Complete Guide to Improvisation.
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Figure 4.2. Additional scales

Use of pitches other than the chord tones will create a varying degree of subjective tension.
This is where experimentation by the performer is required, as to experience these tensions for
himself/herself. For example, over a C major 7 chord, each of the non-chord tones (2, 4, 6) will
create a dissonance against the chord-tones. Use of the 2nd and 6th scale degrees (D, and A) will
create a more pleasing tension as the chord-tones surrounding it are a full step away. However, use
of the 4th scale degree (F) will create a more noticeable tension as it is a half-step away from the
chord-tone E. Therefore, when improvising a solo utilizing scales, it is important to be aware of
tensions when introducing non-chord tones, and subsequently resolving those non-chord to a note
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of the chord. Figure 4.3 demonstrates a suspension created by the melodic line, the Eb, a chordtone of F7, that is held into the next measure and then resolved down to the chord-tone D of Bb
major. This aligns with the harmony and provides sufficient resolution.

Figure 4.3. Resolving to a chord-tone

THE ii–V–I PROGRESSION
One of the most commonly used chord progressions is the ii–V–I progression due to the
ability to smoothly navigate changes in tonality and key. First of all, what is a ii-V-I progression?
ii-V-I are the roman numerals associated with chords of a given key, e.g., in C major; ii is D minor,
V is G, and I is C as shown in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4. ii-V-I

Due to frequent use of this progression, it is necessary to discuss both the progression, and
further, how to navigate a solo with suitable note selection.
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Figure 4.5. ii-V-I options

Based on the scales provided in Table 4.1, Figure 4.5 demonstrates various scale options
over a ii-V-I progression. Note that the examples are manipulated each time to align with the
various scales options containing altered pitches. They are broken down as such: 1) D dorian, G
mixolydian, C ionian; 2) D aeolian, G mixolydian, and C ionian; 3) D phrygian, G mixolydian, C
ionian; 4) D dorian, G altered scale, C ionian; 5) D dorian, G mixlydian, C lydian; and finally 6) a
combined approach of various scales: D phyrgian, G altered, and C lydian. The purpose of this
example is to demonstrate a through composed example of available options with no further
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guidance, or clarification on how to choose “the right scale.” You will find that all of these options
have a different color regarding their sonorities, and are all theoretically acceptable options.
However, when we look at a ii-V-I progression in a broader context of a piece, our choices and
decisions may change.

When deciding on a scale to use for improvising, the performer should consider; 1) the key
of the composition, 2) the chord (the harmony of that given moment), and 3) the context (harmonic
movement) in order to determine a suitable choice. For example, Figure 4.6 provides a slightly
broader context with an Ab7 preceding the previously demonstrated ii-V-I progression.

Figure 4.6. ii-V-I progression

Sight unseen, the ii-V-I (D-7, G7, and C) alone would suggest the performer use the
respective scales related to C major, which are D dorian for the D-7, G mixolydian for the G7, and
C Ionian for the C Major. However, with the introduction of the Ab7 chord preceding the
progression, there is the desire to explore scale options allowing for an inclusive vocabulary across
the entire phrase. Currently, our most basic option for the Ab7 chord would be an Ab mixolydian
scale, which will adequately sound the Ab7 chord, and contextually satisfy the transition to the
proceeding chords. However, the 4th scale degree of the Ab mixolydian scale is a Db, and therefore
not related to the proceeding chord; D-7. Therefore, to allow a smoother transition between chord
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changes, we must look to alter the Ab mixolydian scale to include a D natural in the place of a Db.
This alteration actually transforms the Ab mixolydian scale into a Lydian Dominant scale.4

Figure 4.7 demonstrates a simple navigation of the chord progression using the following
scales per measure: Ab mixolydian, D dorian, G mixolydian, and C ionian. Figure 4.8 demonstrates
an approach to the same chords utilizing the: Ab lydian dominant scale, D dorian, G mixolydian,
and C ionian scales.

Figure 4.7. Navigating ii-V-I

Figure 4.8. Altering scales to navigate ii-V-I

Altering pitches of a scale to align with a chord is sometimes necessary if the tune uses
substitute chords, or wanders from the key center. Altering scales can provide a much smoother
line when navigating chord changes, as demonstrated in Figure 4.8 at two specific junctures: 1)

4

Known as the “Debussy scale” in classical music as it was commonly utilized by composer,
Claude Debussy.
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the use of D natural in measure 1, and the voice-leading of the Ab to A natural from measure 1 to
measure 2. It is important to remember that the aforementioned option is merely an example, and
not the only acceptable option. There are many ways the performer can navigate these chord
changes. This is an option, a color, and has its own place as a possibility in the music along with
the other options discussed throughout this document.

The next step is to identify any and all ii-V-I progressions, or variations of a ii-V-I
progression, in a tune as a way to foresee where the music is leasding. As a continued study,
“Burbank” is again used to now demonstrate the various ii-V-I progressions that one may see in a
tune. All of the ii-V-I’s have been labelled with a solid line demonstrating a ii-V-I or V-I
progression, and the perforated line demonstrating a variation of a ii-V-I or V-I by use of either a
chord substitution, or deceptive cadence. It is important to take note of where the progressions
overlap. The resolution (chord I) of a progression may serve a dual purpose as a pivot chord (either
chord ii, or chord V) of the subsequent progression, e.g: measures 10–15.
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Figure 4.9. Burbank ii-V-I

The principles discussed in Chapter Three for developing Chord-Tone Soloing vocabulary
are also applicable with chord-scale soloing. Specifically, the running eighth note exercise
discussed in Figure 2.3 can be highly effective for furthering recognition of chords, and
recollection of applicable scale options.
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The majority of Figure 4.10 is self-explanatory if the reader has worked through the
chapters thus far, and has applied the discussed concepts. The two areas of this example to press
importance are: measure 6 for the alteration of the scale to include a Bb, and F natural to align
with both the key signature, and the resolution to D minor; and measures 9–10 for the adoption of
Db from the Bb minor chord (measure 9) in measure 10 over the ii-V progression to D minor. This
allows a slightly smoother transition between the key centers at each point of resolution.

Figure 4.10. Burbank chord-scale solo
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CHAPTER FIVE:

MANIPULATING A MELODY

This chapter addresses the concept of melodic and thematic manipulation of a given
melody. This is a concept that is highly affective for developing, and implementing variations of
a melody. The three major components involved are passing notes, neighbor notes, and double
neighbor notes.

CHOOSE A COMMON MELODY
Firstly, it is important to note the theoretical concepts applied to the attached melody are
applicable to any melody. Therefore, the player is encouraged to further apply the concepts
presented herein to another common melody such as “Bye Bye Blackbird,” “Mary Had a Little
Lamb,” or “When the Saints Go Marching In.” Choosing a common melody that is simple, and
already engrained in one’s subconscious is recommended as the several steps of manipulation will
develop the melody into an entirely new idea. The chosen melody has been simplified to target
notes, (Figure 5.1). Target notes are identified on beats 1 and 3, and are chord tones. Chord tones
refer to the notes that form a chord, or implied harmonic structure. For the purpose of easily
conveying these concepts, basic triads are used in the example as they are without any tensions.
Tensions occur when there is a close relationship between notes such as a 2nd, a 4th, or a 6th (e.g.,
in a C major triad: C, E and G, tensions would be D [2nd], F [4th], and A [6th]). Simplifying a
melody into target notes allows for appropriate dissection of the melody to insert the manipulative
steps.
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Figure 5.1. Target notes

PASSING NOTES
Passing notes are pitches situated between two target notes, and are used to pass from one
target note to the next. Employing passing notes is the first, and easiest step in manipulating a
melody if you are adding to the material. In traditional music theory, passing notes5 will pass
diatonically from one note to the next (e.g., in F major, F to A will use G as a passing note).
However, in jazz, passing notes can be described as both diatonic and chromatic. “Twinkle,
Twinkle Little Star” is a melody mostly moving by step. Therefore, not allowing for the use of
diatonic passing notes. In this case, chromatic passing notes can be used (Figure 5.2).

5

Kostka, Stefan. Dorothy Payne. Tonal Harmony with an Introduction to Twentieth Century
Music. New York: McGraw Hill, 1995: 176-177
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Figure 5.2. Passing notes

NEIGHBOR NOTES
Applying neighbor notes6 refers to playing a note(s) on either side of the target note. In
each of the four examples, (Figures 5.3–5.6), the four different permutations of neighbor notes are
isolated into their own exercise: lower diatonic, lower chromatic, upper diatonic and upper
chromatic. The purpose of these examples is to show many possible situations in which one might
apply this technique. You will discover after hearing, or playing these examples, they do not sound
“hip.”7 If you apply these permutations in their literal form, they are not conducive to creating an
effective melodic line. This is due to an overuse of each sound. Consider improvisation as a
different language, and each of these techniques serve vocabulary, or grammatical context.
Overusing one of these techniques would equate to saying the same sentence over and over. A
captivating speaker, or linguist, is one who demonstrates a command of the language, with an
ability to make a statement several different ways using depth of vocabulary. It is important for the
improviser to understand the relevance of both diatonic and chromatic neighbor notes. In some

6

Kostka, Stefan. Dorothy Payne. :178-179
Hip is a colloquial term used in music, specifically jazz, to state if something is interesting,
creative, and/or original
7
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situations, diatonic and chromatic neighbor notes might be the same due to their context, such as
the leading tone to the tonic in the major scale.

Figure 5.3. Upper neighbor notes

Figure 5.4. Lower neighbor notes

Figure 5.5. Upper chromatic neighbor notes
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Figure 5.6. Lower chromatic neighbor notes

DOUBLE NEIGHBOR NOTES
To further extend the neighbor note concept, double neighbor notes8 are the embellishment
of a target note by using both surrounding notes. This technique will develop an authentic sounding
phrase in the jazz style due to the use of both chromic and diatonic passing tones. This type of
phrase is common to the bebop genre. While any non-chord tones moving towards a target note
utilize tension and resolution, double neighbor notes circle the target note (using two non-chord
tones) causing further tension before a resolution. These tensions can also be referred to as approach
notes, as they approach the target note by step. While there are several deviations of double
neighbor notes from the given example (Figure 5.7), the purpose of this particular exercise is to
allow insight into developing vocabulary from a simple idea.

8

Kostka, Stefan. Dorothy Payne. :192-193
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Figure 5.7. Double neighbor notes

ADDITIONAL SUGGESTIONS
As stated earlier when addressing passing notes, each of these examples is not intended as
a literal copy and paste method for soloing. Each of these ideas should be practiced and internalized
on one given melody and then practiced in all 12 keys. Moreover, a conscious effort should be
made to apply each of these techniques of manipulation to the form of a tune. Just like any other
concept, the internalization of these techniques via practice, and the application to different
melodies, will strengthen the improviser’s understanding of how to manipulate a melody. The
application of both melodic and rhythmic manipulation (Chapter Two) will develop the melody
into an acceptable solo, while creatively satisfying the listener. It is important to remember that
jazz improvisation is a language, just like any other, and therefore, it takes time to learn the
vocabulary to construct a meaningful musical statement.
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CHAPTER SIX:

PENTATONIC SCALES

By definition, a pentatonic scale contains five pitches per octave. The most commonly used
pentatonic scales are the major and minor pentatonic scales.

“Pentatonic scales may have been used in ancient times to tune the Greek kithara (lyre),
and some early Gregorian chant incorporated pentatonic melodies. A variety of pentatonic
scales occur in the musics of Native Americans, sub-Saharan Africans, and East and
Southeast Asians (e.g., the five-tone slendro scale of the Javanese), as well as in many
European folk melodies. Pentatonicism was used in an experimental capacity by many
20th-century Western composers, such as Claude Debussy, who employed it in his prelude
for piano, “Voiles” (1910).”9
Today, these scales can be heard in, and are the basis of genres including jazz, gospel,
bluegrass, and modern folk music. To derive the major pentatonic scale from the major scale,
simply remove the 4th and 7th scale degrees, which leaves you with five notes per octave.
Similarly, to derive the minor pentatonic scale from the natural minor scale, simply remove the
2nd and 6th scale degrees. Pentatonic scales have a distinct, and pleasant sound due to the lack of
half-steps (anhemitonic), which can attribute to dissonance. Additionally, the pleasing sound,
combined with the fewer selection of notes, makes the pentatonic scale an excellent starting
point for those being introduced to improvisation. This chapter focuses on the

9

The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica. “Pentatonic Scale.” Encyclopædia Britannica,

February 21, 2014. Accessed March 10, 2019. https://www.britannica.com/art/pentatonic-scale.
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recontextualization and super-imposition of various pentatonic scales to create a myriad of
different “colors” for the musicians “palette,” or vocabulary.

MAJOR PENTATONIC SCALES
The major pentatonic scale uses the scale degrees 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 based on a major scale.
For the contextualization of pentatonic scales, this section will focus on the use of a major
pentatonic in all twelve keys over a C major triad. The object of this exercise is to open the ears
and mind to the varying states of consonance and dissonance of the twelve different pentatonic
scales in context with a chord, or key (Figure 6.1).
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Figure 6.1. Major pentatonic scales in C major

In this example, tenuto markings (–) have been used to symbolize significant dissonance,
and the staccato markings (.) have been used to symbolize slight dissonance. The significance of
the dissonance has been determined by the relationship of each pitch to the home key of C major.
As ‘F’ and ‘B’ are both notes in a C major scale, they have been categorized as less dissonant, in
this instance, than the pitches outside the key of C.
Table 6.1 categorizes each of the twelve pentatonic scales from least to most dissonant
against the C major chord. To allow musicality to blossom, not be burdened by tart rules of music
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theory, the scales have been associated a color that is purely subjective for the purpose of this
example.

Table 6.1. Major pentatonic scales from least to most dissonant
Major Pentatonic Scale
C
G
F
D
Bb
A
Eb
E
Ab
B
Db
F#/Gb

Number of dissonances
0
1 light
1 light
1 light
1 dark
1 light
1 dark
1 light
2 dark
1 light
2 dark
1 light
3 dark
1 light
3 dark
1 light
4 dark
1 light
4 dark
5 dark

Associated Color
White
Lavender
Violet
Blue
Aqua
Emerald Green
Lime Green
Yellow
Orange
Maroon
Red
Black

Using this approach, the performer and listener can be freed from determining the use of
dissonance as “bad,” and consonance as “good.” Rather, they explore the kaleidoscope of
harmonic possibilities. That being said, these scales need to be further contextualized regarding
how to approach their implementation. A good rule of thumb is to understand that too much of one
thing is not desirable. Always playing a C major pentatonic over a C major chord can become
boring. Or conversely, always playing an F# major pentatonic over C major can become
overbearing. Therefore, we need to utilize these scales as a painter would utilize different colors
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in a painting to create a varied piece of art. As discussed at length in Chapter Five, all good music
uses tension and resolution to illicit an emotional response from the listener.
In Figure 6.2, several pentatonic scales are used with careful consideration given to
resolving any prolonged tension. A significant amount of dissonance, or tension, needs to be
countered with significant resolution, e.g: the succession of pentatonic scales in measures 4–7,
resolve E to C, and Ab to G.

Figure 6.2. Application of major pentatonic scales
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MINOR PENTATONIC SCALES
The minor pentatonic scale uses the scale degrees 1, b3, 4, 5, and b7 based on the major
scale (note the b3, and b7 relationship). As with contextualizing major pentatonic scales, this
section will focus on the use of a minor pentatonic in all twelve keys over a C minor triad. The
object of this exercise is to open the ears and mind to the varying states of consonance and
dissonance of the twelve different pentatonic scales in context with a chord or key. Play close
attention to the variation of dissonances using minor colors. This will add to the performer’s tonal
palette. It is important to note that contextualizing the dissonance of minor pentatonic scales in
minor keys in slightly more complex if you take into consideration the type of scale, or mode, that
is underlying in a minor key e.g: Harmonic minor scale, Dorian mode, Aeolian mode, Phyrgian
mode, etc. The musical example in Figure 6.3 has been contextualized using C natural minor as
the underlying scale for the key; thus allowing Bb to belong to the key. However, if we were to
contextualize the example with the C harmonic minor scale, B natural would now belong to the
key rather than Bb. These adjusts continue when considering Dorian mode (use of A natural instead
of Ab, and Bb instead of the harmonic minors B natural).
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Figure 6.3. Minor pentatonic scales in C minor

Figure 6.3 details minor pentatonic scales in all twelve keys over a C minor triad. As with
the previous examples, a tenuto marking (–) has been used to signify dissonance, a staccato
marking (.) has been used to signify slight dissonance, and, a combination marking of the two has
been used to signify the B natural leading tone that would be used in a harmonic minor scale.
Table 6.2 details the dissonances of each of the twelve minor pentatonic scales with a
purely subjective color association. Note the similarity in colors, but difference in shades of these
scales compared to the major pentatonic scale example listed in Table 6.1. Again, the objective of
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the color association is purely for differentiating sounds in the performers palette without being
subjected to objectionable terms of music theory.
Table 6.2. Minor pentatonic scales from least to most dissonant
Minor Pentatonic Scale
Cm
Gm
Fm

Number of dissonances
0
0
1 light

Associated Color
White
Cream
Orchid

Dm

1 dark

Navy Blue

Bbm

1 light
1 dark
2 dark
1 light
2 dark
1 combination
2 dark
1 light
1 combination
2 dark
1 combination
3 dark
1 light
1 combination
3 dark
1 combination
4 dark

Prussian Blue

Am
Ebm
Em
Abm
Bm
Dbm
F#/Gb

Forest Green
Mint Green
Banana Yellow
Ochre (Orange)
Burgundy Red
Scarlet Red
Eggplant

Figure 6.4 demonstrates the application of moving between the various minor pentatonic
scales creating tension and resolution. As previously mentioned, any significant tension requires
significant resolution to be satisfying to the ear. The tension that is built through measures 3 and
4, with D and E minor pentatonic scales, is then resolved by returning to a C minor pentatonic in
measure 5. The reader can identify the varying levels of consonance and dissonance as
demonstrated in Table 6.2, along with corresponding colors.
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Figure 6.4. Application of minor pentatonic scales

COMBINING MAJOR AND MINOR PENTATONIC SCALES
Once the performer understands the notion of applying major pentatonic scales in a major
key, and minor pentatonic scales in a minor key, the next logical step is to intersperse major and
minor pentatonic scales into the musical context. This creates further shades of color available to
the performer’s palette. Moreover, interspersing these color choices can: 1) provide opportunity
for more consonant, or dissonant harmonic choices in a given scenario; and 2) allow diversity
between the sonorities of major and minor. Both of these statements are mostly philosophical. An
F major pentatonic scale uses the same notes as a D minor pentatonic scale in a theoretical sense.
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For example, in Figure 6.4, what has been defined as D minor pentatonic scale in measure 3, could
just as easily be defined as an F major pentatonic scale. The interpretation of this example by a
given performer would provide the justification based on the performer’s intent. If the performer
intends for an F major pentatonic scale to heard, then the melodic line will have a tendency to
resolve to the sonorities of F major. Conversely, with the same notes, if the performer intends for
a D minor pentatonic scale to be heard, then the melodic line will have a tendency to resolve to the
sonorities of D minor. To provide further clarification on this point, Figure 6.5, and Figure 6.6 are
musically identical, with two options of analytical interpretation. Measures 4–5, and 13–16 have
not been renamed as these excerpts do not use all five notes of the pentatonic scale. They are
therefore difficult to deconstruct as anything other than a triad of the given chord.

For further contextual application, Figures 6.7–6.9 demonstrate a more prolonged
application of selected pentatonic scales in this chapter’s associated piece, “Reaction.” Note that
these musical examples have been taken directly from the solo arrangement, and only the pitches
of the “melody” have been altered to align with the respective pentatonic scales.
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Figure 6.5. Application of major and minor pentatonic scales 1
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Figure 6.6. Application of major and minor pentatonic scales 2

In Figure 6.7, measures 6–8 utilize a C minor (or, Eb Major) pentatonic scale creating a
slightly freer and “suspended” sound over the chord (F minor) as the scale doesn’t include the 3rd
of the chord, which would more strongly define tonality. The slight tension that is built with this
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suspended sound is then resolved by use of an F minor pentatonic scale through measures 10–11,
before changing back to a C minor pentatonic in measures 12–16.

Figure 6.7. Reaction solo section 1 – C minor and F minor pentatonic scales

Figure 6.8 demonstrates the same musical excerpt as previously used; however, this
musical example utilizes G minor and F minor pentatonic scales for a slightly different color. The
D natural of the G minor pentatonic scale can be, and is used, throughout this example to create
slightly more tension than the C minor pentatonic scale. Because of this slightly more dissonant
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note choice, there is slightly more urgency on the need to resolve back to an F minor pentatonic in
some measures due to the underlying chords. Measures 26–30 demonstrate a prolonged use of the
G minor pentatonic scale, with an additional inclusion in measures 29–30 to the chordal voice
movement in the top three voices. The tension is resolved briefly through measures 31–32, before
returning to a G minor pentatonic in measures 33– 36.

Figure 6.8. Reaction solo section 2 — G minor and F minor pentatonic scales

Finally, Figure 6.9 displays a more comprehensive use of additional pentatonic scales as
demonstrated in Figures 6.5 and 6.6 to the solo vibraphone musical excerpt. This musical example
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has been deliberately left without analysis as to allow the reader to fend for hiself/herself by
applying the information discussed in previous examples. Without giving too much away, Figure
6.9 moves more quickly, using pentatonic scale options, with some of the more dissonant color
options such as E major and B major. Careful consideration is given to resolving these tensions
back to F minor.

Figure 6.9. Reaction solo section 3 — more pentatonic scales
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CHAPTER SEVEN:
MAJOR AND MINOR BLUES SCALES
Both the major and minor blues scales are, essentially, pentatonic scales with an added
“blue note.” The “blue note” acts as a passing tone in the respective scales; between the 2nd and
3rdd scale degrees of a major pentatonic scale (1, 2, b3, 3, 5, 6); and the 4th and 5th scale degrees
of a minor scale (1, b3, 4, b5, 5, b7) as shown in Figure 6.7. Both the major and minor blues scales
are, sonically, a strong foundation from where many genres of music build both melodies and
improvisational solos. Much like the discussion of color association with the various major and
minor pentatonic scales, the major and minor blues scales also have their own sonic color, which
can be implemented into the music. Usually, the “blue note” of the blues scale is used as a passing
note, or as a way of placing inflection on either of its neighbor notes.

Figure 7.1. Major and minor blues scales

This chapter acts as an extension of Chapter Six (Pentatonic Scales) due to the close
relationship between scales. To more accurately depict the color options of the major and minor
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blues scales, a standard jazz 12 bar blues form is used in the musical examples to support this
vocabulary.

Figure 7.2 is a transcription of Milt Jackson’s improvised solo on the 1966 recording of
“Bag’s Groove.”10 While the vocabulary Milt uses throughout his solo isn’t consistently
structured from a major, or minor blues scale, there are several significant uses of both scales in
the first chorus of his solo. Measure 1 demonstrates a lick purely derived from the F major blues
scale, and conversely, measures 4–7 demonstrates a prolonged use of the F minor blues scale. If
you combine the notes of both the F major and F minor blues scales, the resulting combination
scale is loosely the architecture used in both the pickup measure, and measure 9.

10

Partick Roulet, “Milt Jackson: The Creative Genius behind ‘Bags’ Groove,’” DMA
dissertation, University of Washington, (2002): 74.
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Figure 7.2. Milt Jackson solo — “Bag's Groove” (1966)11

Additionally, the half-step relationships in both blues scales created by the addition of the
“blue note” allow the opportunity for embellishments in the form of grace notes, turns, and pitch

11

Milt Jackson, The Best of the Modern Jazz Quartet, Modern Jazz Quartet, Atlantic SD 1546,

(1966), LP.
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bend. These have become indicative of the jazz, and blues style. Figure 7.3 demonstrates these
inflections, or embellishments in the form of grace notes in measures 44, 47–48.12

Figure 7.3. Milt Jackson solo — “Bag’s Groove” (1998)13

12

Roulet, Milt Jackson, 53.
Milt Jackson, Milt Jackson Meets the Clayton Hamilton Jazz Orchestra, Clayton Hamilton
Jazz Orchestra, Qwest Records 9 47286–2, (1998), CD.
13
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CHAPTER EIGHT:

FOUR-MALLET APPROACHES

While four-mallet playing is not compulsory for the jazz vibraphonist, it is a requirement
for a large selection of repertoire composed, or arranged, for solo vibraphone. This is due to the
performer needing to act as both the accompanist and soloist. The fundamental principles
discussed in this chapter are applicable to two-mallet playing, and of course other harmonic
instruments including piano and guitar. These concepts are: voicings and voice leading, comping,
use of tension-resolution, and chord-melody or solo playing.

VOICINGS AND VOICE LEADING
Voicings are the way in which we choose to spell our chords on one or more instruments.
For harmonic instruments such as vibraphone, piano, and guitar, we obviously have the ability to
sound multiple notes at once to form a chord, and therefore, we must choose how to voice those
chords. In an ensemble setting with multiple instruments, the arranger chooses how to voice
harmony among the ensemble. There are two significant ways of voicing chords: close voicings,
which restrict the chord to the span of an octave; or, open voicings, which expand the entire chord
beyond an octave (Figure 8.1).
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Figure 8.1. Closed and open voicings

Generally, close voicings are thinner sounding as less of the instrument, or ensemble, is
being utilized. Conversely, open voicings will sound fuller than closed voicings as they encompass
a larger range of the keyboard. Figure 8.1 demonstrates a selection of typical ways to voice a C
major 7 chord in both close and open voicings. Note that the distance between notes in close
position are 2nds, 3rds, and sometimes 4ths, whereas open voicings tend to use 4ths, 5ths, 6ths,
and 7ths.

Jazz harmony has a unique sound due primarily to the addition of chord extensions (see
Table 3.1, Chapter Three). Extensions are any notes added to the chord after the 7th, e.g: a C minor
11 chord will require the addition of the 9th (D) and 11th (F) to acquire the appropriate sonority
of the minor 11 sound. For the purposes of this document, selection of chord tones will be
discussed with considerations to vibraphone, as we are restricted to sounding a maximum of four
voices at once. There are two important factors to always consider when voicing a chord: 1) it is
not necessary to always sound every note of the chord, and 2) the audience are able to both retain
the sound of a pitch (or collection of pitches) in their ear for a short while after the note has stopped
being played, and anticipate harmonic progression in context.
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The most important voices in a chord are the 3rd and 7th. The 3rd determines the chords
quality as major or minor, and the relationship between the 3rd, and the 7th determines the chords
function. The two exceptions to this rule are for 6/9 chords where the 6th replaces the need for a
7th, and, any form of suspended chord where the 4th (or 2nd) replaces the 3rd. From here, we look
to include extensions or “color notes” to provide depth and sparkle to the voicing. In situations
where a chord requires alterations such as a flattened fifth, or a sharpened ninth, it is important to
sound these notes, as well as resolve them using voice leading (discussed below). What about the
root and the fifth? If you are in an ensemble setting with a bass player, leave the root and the fifth
to them. However, in a solo context, it is desirable to sound the root from time to time. Not every
chord will need the root to be sounded for it to serve its purpose, and is something that can be left
up to personal taste. If the need arises to sound more than four voices on vibraphone, the performer
might consider arpeggiating the chord, or distributing the voicing over multiple rhythms, as shown
in Figure 8.2.

Figure 8.2. Distributing the voicing

Voice leading may be defined as the ways in which chords are produced by the motions of
individual musical lines. This is a concept closely related to counterpoint.14 The basic vocabulary
14

In music, counterpoint is the relationship between voices that are harmonically interdependent
(polyphony) yet independent in rhythm and contour.
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of tonal harmony consists of triads and seventh chords, and is punctuated by the movement or
connection between chords (voice leading). While it is not always the requirement of the music,
most people think of voice leading as utilizing as little movement as possible between chord tones
as the harmony changes. This is due in part to tendency tones, notes in chords that pull toward
resolution points in subsequent chords. For example, in tonal music, the seventh scale degree has
a strong tendency to move up to the first scale degree as a way of resolving. Additionally, the
fourth scale degree often has a tendency to pull down to the third scale degree. This is a typical
resolution of a V7-I cadence, as shown in Figure 8.3.

Figure 8.3. V-I cadence

COMPING
Comping is an abbreviation of “accompanying,” and therefore is the act of providing
accompaniment to a soloist or ensemble with chords, rhythms, and countermelodic material. It is
a term that is used freely among any instrument which provides a supporting role to the music; for
example, piano, vibraphone, guitar, and drums. Comping is the act of one interpreting and
performing chord symbols and progressions. There are numerous ways in which to do this with
literally hundreds of rhythmic variations and approaches. Figure 8.4 demonstrates a few
approaches one might take to comping using the same chord — block chords, appregiation,
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alternating voices, and countermelodic material. Regardless of these approaches, comping needs
to provide a supporting role in the music, and is best related to concepts of arrangement, or
orchestration. If we consider a piece for orchestra, wind, chorale, jazz band, etc., all of these have
clearly defined orchestration of voicings, rhythms, and motives; and the most effective comping
should be the same. Additionally, always consider register (the area of the instrument) you are
comping in regards to the soloist. If the soloist is in a high register, you should generally comp in
a lower register. If the soloist is in a lower register, you should generally comp in a higher register.
Moreover, if the soloist, or melody, is sparse, it may not be appropriate to have a dense
accompaniment, and vice versa. All of these concepts are approaches to the music with no strict
right and wrong. It is left to the performer’s discretion.
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Figure 8.4. Approaches to comping

TENSION-RESOLUTION
Harmony, and accompaniment, can generally be divided into two categories: vertical and
horizonal. Horizontal accompaniment includes the use of moving lines, and melodic or
countermelodic concepts. Vertical accompaniment is usually what we refer to as “comping,” as it
involves block chords, and immediately outlines harmony and its development throughout the
music. The concept of tension-resolution can often combine both the vertical and horizontal
approaches to harmony, and can provide a sense of forward momentum in the music. The key
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principle of the tension-resolution technique is creating tension with use of non-chord tones, or
unstable notes in the harmony, and resolving said notes to adjacent chord tones (either up or down)
with the use of voice leading. The simplest form of tension-resolution is demonstrated in figure
8.5, with a Csus chord resolving to a C triad. The use of the 4th scale degree (F) in place of the 3rd
creates a suspended chord yearning to be resolved by moving the F down to an E.

Figure 8.5. Chord suspension

As an improviser, we can (and should) utilize tension-resolution when we are both the
soloist and accompanist, respectively, as it prevents stagnation in the music, and further engages
the listeners attention. The single line approaches for tension-resolution involve the use of passing
notes, and neighbor or approach notes. These concepts have already been discussed in Chapter
Five with the context of manipulating of a melody. Therefore, tension-resolution will be further
discussed in this chapter using the role of the accompanist.

As mentioned earlier, most non-chord tones can be resolved either up or down to an
adjacent chord tone. However, the improviser should be cognizant of the resolution tendencies of
particular tensions:
9 resolves to either root or 3rd
b9 resolves down to the root
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#9 resolves up to the 3rd
11 resolves to either 3rd or 5th
#11 resolves up to 5th
13 and b13 resolve down to the 5th, while the natural 13 can also resolve up to the 7th

Figure 8.6 demonstrates a simple exercise to develop an understanding of tensionresolution using the composition “Burbank” for context. With the exception of measure 10, 18,
and 20, the exercise sounds a tension of beat 1, and resolves to a chord-tone on beat 3 using the
respective resolution tendencies. The three specified measures use the same principle with tensions
on beat 1 and 3 that are resolved on the subsequent beats (2 and 4.) This example shows all
possible resolution tendencies, specifically those which have multiple resolution options such as;
the 9 resolving to either the root (measure 3), or the 3rd (measure 15); and the 11 resolving to
either the 3rd (measure 8), or the 5th (measure 7). Additionally, measures 4–5 and 22–23 furthers
the concept by holding notes over the bar line, or more accurately, to the next chord change. This
can create a continuous cycle of tension resolution by allowing the chord progression to work for
you.
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Figure 8.6. Tension-resolution exercise
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Figure 8.7 demonstrates a simple four-part approach utilizing tension-resolution. For the
purposes of developing the readers understanding from the previous example (Figure 8.6.), Figure
8.7 maintains a simple rhythmic application. For further use of tension-resolution see Figures 8.8–
8.11 of “Heartbeat of the Divine” (Whiting).

Firstly, Figure 8.7 is merely an example of using tension-resolution in every measure. In a
musical context outside of the exercise, one would not apply the concept to every measure. This
is for two reasons: 1) the continued use of tension neglects the audiences need for significant
resolution (as discussed in Chapter Six, Pentatonics), and 2) the continued use of tension blurs the
underlying harmony and denies the listener of clarity. As with all concepts discussed in this
document, moderation is key to creating, developing, and maintaining quality music that engages
the listener. Any one concept, no matter how simple or complex, will begin to lose its impact with
overuse. For the most part, Figure 8.7 tensions in the top two voices of the four-part writing.
Additionally, application of all concepts discussed thus far in the chapter have been included in
the example (voicings/note selection, voice leading, and tension-resolution).
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Figure 8.7. Four-part approach to tension-resolution
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CHORD-MELODY
Chord-Melody is a common term used by jazz guitarists, pianists, and vibraphonists to
describe an approach to solo playing that combines the roles of both soloist and accompanist,
utilizing a four-part approach, similar to that of choral writing. For the most part, this approach
requires the melody to move in rhythmic unison with the accompaniment. It therefore creates a
more co-dependent relationship between the two roles. Occasional rhythmic independence in the
melody can be used for variation. Figures 8.8–8.11 uses a new composition, “Heartbeat of the
Divine”, to demonstrate moments of chord-melody concept, as well as application of the
aforementioned topics in this chapter: voicings and voice leading, comping, and tensionresolution.
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Figure 8.8. Heartbeat of the divine measures 1–16

Strict use of the chord-melody concept is applied in measures 1–4, 12–14 (Figure 8.8);
measures 22–25 (Figure 8.9); measures 41–43, 45 (Figure 8.10); and, measures 53–54 (Figure
8.11) where the accompaniment and melody meld together into mostly four-part independent
voices. Throughout the remainder of the piece, the melody and harmony adopt a slightly more
independent role from each other with the accompaniment involving arpeggiated chords (measures
5 and 11, Figure 8.8) and, counter-melodic lines (measure 17, Figure 8.9). Although not the focal
point of this chapter, the reader is encouraged to analyze these musical examples for additional
study in pedaling and dampening, use of chord tones, and use of chord-scales.
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Figure 8.9. Heartbeat of the divine measures 17–29
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Figure 8.10. Heartbeat of the divine measures 30–45
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Figure 8.11. Heartbeat of the divine measures 46–58
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CHAPTER NINE:

APPLICATION OF CONCEPTS TO AUGUST SUN

“August Sun” (Whiting) was originally written in a lead sheet format for a jazz quartet
recording on the Hard Mince album. This solo vibraphone arrangement aims to capture both the
nuance of the jazz quartet, as well as provide opportunity to demonstrate the technical facility
required for solo vibraphone repertoire. This chapter serves as an analysis of the solo vibraphone
arrangement, discussing the application of the concepts discussed throughout the previous eight
chapters. Before delving into an analysis of the various sections of the piece, we should discuss
several of the concepts in an overall manner.

Firstly, pedaling and dampening marks have been left up to the performer for the majority
of this work for two reasons; 1) use of these marks throughout the piece would convolute the
presentation of the music on the paper; and 2) it is important for the vibraphonist to develop his/her
instincts for the application of these techniques. In general, the performer should pedal each chord
change, and dampen any moving lines that involve intervals of a second; if they are written in
conjunction with a held chord e.g: measures 51–55 (Figure 9.5).

Secondly, the arrangement has been partially written in a “grand staff” format with two
treble clefs (due to the range of the instrument) as a way of clarifying and differentiating the
melody (upper stave) from the accompaniment (lower stave)(Figure 9.3). The art of solo playing
on any instrument should be related to an orchestra in respects of range/pitch, and timbre.
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Throughout “August Sun,” there are several countermelodic lines across the instrument serving as
an “answer” to the melody, if the melody was a question, e.g: measures 18 (Figure 9.3), and 43
(Figure 9.5). Contrary to the chord-melody approach discussed in Chapter Eight, this piece works
to maintain a groove in the accompaniment, and therefore works somewhat independently of the
melody as if it was orchestrated for multiple instruments in an ensemble setting.

Additionally, the opening statement (measures 1–8 [Figure 9.1]) is an idiomatic four-mallet
marimba and vibraphone approach to performing the harmonic back and forth between D major
(chord I) and G minor (chord iv). This statement recurs throughout the piece as a way of bridging
several of the sections, as well as serving as an ending to the piece (measures 22–29, 47–50, 68–
73). These sections can be performed as written, or used a vehicle for improvisation. Should the
performer wish to improvise these sections, an approach combining chord-tone (Chapter Three)
and chord-scale (Chapter Four) would be most suitable.

Figure 9.1. Measures 1–8
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The composed material in said measures is rooted mostly in chord-tones of the respective
D major, and G minor 6/9 chords. In order to further extend the performers vocabulary to include
chord-scales, the most “suitable” chord-scales would be D Ionian in for the D major chord, and G
melodic minor for the G minor chord (Figure 9.2). The above musical example (Figure 9.2),
demonstrates both of these scales (or modes) starting on the root note of the scale (measure 1–2),
as well as both starting on D (the root note of the key), which when seamlessly applied in the music
becomes what is known as modal interchange. Use of G melodic minor will allow the appropriate
chord tones (G, Bb, D, E, A) to be used in conjunction with the minor 6/9 chord, and also allows
a satisfying resolution to D major due to the close relationship with the notes of D Ionian.

Figure 9.2. Modal Interchange

MEASURES 9–21
The most important aspect to analyze, when looking to manipulate a piece, is the
relationship between the melody and harmony.
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Figure 9.3. Measures 9–21

The melody throughout this A section is built strictly on a B natural minor scale, however,
the thematic development is made possible by the changes in the underlying harmony. These
changes occur specifically in measures 11–12 with the use of E/G#, which is a chord that is
borrowed from B Dorian (a parallel scale to B natural minor), followed by a G 6/9 chord which
shifts the listeners ear back to the key center of B natural minor. This method, discussed in Chapter
Three as identifying common tones between chord changes, provides opportunity for the soloist
(or the composed melody) to be more simplistic and elegant by allowing the harmony to work in
their favor to create changes in color and mood.

The accompaniment (comping), see Chapter Eight, throughout this section blends a
combination of arpeggiating chords with a rhythmic motif (measures 9–16), which is then
manipulated rhythmically in measures 20–21, along with the use of counter-melodic material
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(measures 17–19). The juxtaposition of these accompanying figures provides an engaging and
powerful accompaniment without becoming monotonous.

MEASURES 22–41
As mentioned earlier, measures 22–29 (Figure 9.4) are used as a musical interlude between
the A and B sections of the piece. The musical motif throughout these measures has been
manipulated in two significant ways, 1) measures 22–25 have the figure written an octave higher
than the opening statement (measures 1–8), as this allows for musical-dramatic affect; and 2) the
final measure of this statement (measure 29) manipulates the G minor line as a way of
foreshadowing the B section. It also allows rhythmic consistency as the interlude transitions into
the new section.

The B section (measures 30–41[Figure 9.4]) contrasts the A section by way of combining
the accompaniment and melody into a conjoined statement (note the use of a single line only in
measures 30, 32, 34, and to a certain degree, 38–41). A strong single line that outlines the harmony
is sometimes all that is necessary to “make the music work.” Composer Johann Sebastian Bach
composed many phenomenal works for solo Flute, Violin, and Cello, using this approach (e.g.,
Presto from Violin Sonata 1 in G minor).15 The melodic content throughout this section is also
constructed mainly from chord-tones, outlining harmonic movement per measure (F#7/A#, B-,
Gmaj7, A/G, F#-7, Gmaj7). Measure 38 uses a chord-scale style approach to sound the underlying

15

Johann Sebastian Bach, “Presto” from Violin Sonata in G minor, BMV 1001, Leipzig:
Breitkopf und Härtel, (1879): 8–9
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harmony of E minor to G major. However, notice the C# of the scale is not used in the measure.
This is a deliberate choice in order to prevent the G major chord from having a Lydian sonority,
purely to allow some ambiguity in harmony after the preceding two measures (36–37), which
imply potential change in key or key center. Additionally, beat four of measure 38 going into
measure 39 is another counter-melodic motif that, this time, is above the melody. It is important
to recognize that not all accompaniment need be positioned under the melody. As long as the
balance between voices allows for dominance in the melody, it allows diversity in the color of the
orchestration by utilizing the instruments upper register.

Figure 9.4. Measures 22–41
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MEASURES 42–58
Measures 42–46 (Figure 9.5) closes out the form of the tune with the latter half of the A
section, followed by the interlude of D major and G minor as discussed earlier.

Figure 9.5. Measures 42–58

The intended improvised solo section in this arrangement falls in measures 51–58, and is
highlighted as a contrasting section via a change in tempo, and use of melodic motifs that are
different from the previous melody. This section uses the same chord changes as the first eight
measures of the A section. As mentioned earlier, in Chapters Three and Four, strong and simple
melodic statements are far more effective than a panicked flurry of notes; a common misconception
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when improvising. For the most part, the melodic material in this section utilizes chord-tones with
the addition of some extensions, usually the 9th and/or 11th scale degrees of the associated chord
as seen in measure 53–54. The performer is encouraged to learn the noted “solo” throughout this
section, and manipulate it using the concepts discussed in the previous chapters. A repetitive and
thorough manipulation of the content will eventually develop into a completely new musical idea.
Due to the solo tempo, the notated accompaniment utilizes the block chord approach (discussed in
Chapter Eight), in a combination of two, three, and four note voices in both open and close
positions.

MEASURES 59–74
The remainder of the piece is, for the most part, identical to the earlier content. The final
measure of the piece (measure 74 [Figure 9.6]) is the only measure where dampening marks have
been notated, due to the clarity that is required of the resolution of the chord (D major). The
dampening marks are to ensure clean voice-leading of the 4th to 3rd scale degrees (G to F#).
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Figure 9.6. Measures 59–74
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CHAPTER TEN:

APPLICATION OF CONCEPTS TO BOYITO

“Boyito” (Whiting) is an original solo vibraphone work that was composed for the purpose
of demonstrating the concepts discussed in this document. The piece is composed in an AABA
form, with the second A section serving as a solo section. As with “August Sun,” the dedicated
solo section is completely notated in quasi improvised approach, specifically utilizing rhythmic
manipulations (Chapter Two), pentatonic scales (Chapter Six), and chord-melody (Chapter Eight).
Additionally, pedaling and dampening marks have been left absent from the notation, with the
exception of the final measure, as it is necessary for the performer to develop his/her own feeling
and understanding for the musical application of these techniques. Throughout the entire work, the
melody is more representative of a scale, rather than chord-tone patterns, with much of the content
built upon a three or four note melodic motif (measures 9–12 [Figure 10.2]). These motifs are then
manipulated throughout the work by pitch and/or rhythm (measures 17–20 [Figure 10.2], and
measures 55–62 [Figure 10.5]).

MEASURES 1–30
The opening eight measures serve as an introduction, foreshadowing the feel of the piece
and harmonic progression of the A section (Figure 10.1). Several of the comping concepts
discussed in Chapter Eight are present here, including the combined use of alternating voices
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(measure 1), block chords (measures 2–7), chord-melody (measures 3–4), and tension-resolution
(measure 8).

Figure 10.1. Measures 1–8

Measure nine sees the introduction of the melody in the upper voice, supported by a
simplified accompaniment style (in comparison with the introduction) of block chords, and the
occasional countermelodic statement (measures 11–12). As discussed in the previous chapter with
“August Sun,” the melody throughout this piece is strong, simple, and elegant, allowing the
harmony (and subsequent shifts in harmony) to control the musical colors that entice the listener’s
interest (measure 15–16 [Figure10.2], measures 29–30 [Figure 10.4], and measures 57 and 60
[Figure 10.5]).
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Figure 10.2. Measures 9–28

Measures 17–20 manipulate the original three-note melodic motif to, now, start on the 1st
scale degree of Db, rather than 3rd scale degree, as in measures 9–10. The accompaniment
throughout this B theme of the A section utilizes a simple block chord approach in the left hand—
note the use of three voices (rather than four) for a lighter color. The introduction of two voices, a
sixth apart, in measures 20–23 also offer a diversity in the color of the orchestration, moving
toward the thickly orchestrated Ab11 chord in measure 27–28. These aforementioned techniques
of orchestration all contribute to the ebb and flow of the music via the use of building and resolving
various types of tension.
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Figure 10.3. Measures 17–28

MEASURES 31–54
As the theme of this document has insisted, there are multiple ways one may approach
improvisation and composition, and literally any of the concepts discussed in this document could
be applied to some degree in this piece. The solo section opens with a simple melodic statement
rooted in the Db major blues scale (discussed in Chapter Seven) in measures 31–32 (Figure 10.4).
This is then juxtaposed by use of rhythmic motif in measure 33, which builds tension, and is
developed in measure 34 and 35 to include longer duration notes as a way of providing resolution.
Use of two pentatonic scales are present in the aforementioned measures; Db major pentatonic
scale on beats 1 and 2, and Gb major pentatonic on beats 3 and 4 of measure 33. The pentatonic
scale approach is furthered with an Ab major pentatonic scale on beats 1–3 of measure 37, and a
B major pentatonic scale on beat 4 of measure 37 through measure 38.
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The original melody used in measures 17–20 and 23–26 has been superimposed and
rhythmically manipulated in measures 39–48 (with exception of measures 43–44) using a
combination of hesitating or delaying the rhythmic idea, as well as the use of rhythmic phrasing in
measures 45–47 that crosses the barline, allowing less stagnated rhythmic possibilities.

Additionally, a fleeting moment of chord-scale is applied in measure 42 demonstrating an
implied F altered scale (with use of a natural 5) on the F7 chord, as a way of building tension into
measures 43–44 where a chord-melody approach is utilized.
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Figure 10.4. Measures 29–54
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MEASURES 55–62
Measures 55–62 (Figure 10.5), are the bridge or B section of the piece. The use of the three
or four-note melodic motif is still present in the bridge, in fact, the melody of both the A and B
themes in the A section are presented here as a new melodic idea when combined.

Figure 10.5. Measures 29–54

MEASURES 63–86
The remaining A section of the piece uses the same harmonic progression and melodic
content as opening A sections, with the addition of a harmony voice in sixths below the melody
(measures 63–70), and an octave above (measures 71–74) in rhythmic unison (Figure 10.6). Also
note that the rhythm of the melody on this closing A section begins an eighth note earlier than the
previous A section. These additions allow for a thicker orchestration, and further build tension as
the piece comes to a close.
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Figure 10.6. Measures 63–86
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CHAPTER ELEVEN:

CONCLUSION

The art of jazz improvisation can be an ambiguous topic to address for some learners due
in part to the perceived lack of “right and wrong,” especially regarding the varying levels of
consonance and dissonance in music (i.e. what sounds “in” and what sounds “out”). This discourse
of improvisation, and the ability to improvise, has created a significant divide in music education
between those who can improvise and those who can only read written music. As percussionists,
we are frequently required to be both proficient readers and improvisers on our entire inventory
including mallet/tuned percussion. There are many professional scenarios that require a
percussionist to perform small segments of improvised vibraphone, or marimba solos including,
but not limited to, musical theater (Broadway shows), stage concerts, and big band settings.
Furthermore, an extended knowledge in improvisation for percussionists can allow for more
professional performance opportunities including solo vibraphone, or marimba. There are many
highly skilled mallet-percussionists in the world who have studied “classical” or “art” music their
entire lives and are scared to take the leap into jazz improvisation due to the “lack of rules.”

While there are significant pedagogical resources regarding performing and improvising
on un-tuned percussion, the theory of jazz improvisation, and musical analysis, there is little
material available that amalgamates theory, analysis, and hands-on performance for tuned
percussion. Many of the jazz theory and improvisation method books address the subject via
mountains of harmonic concepts, often articulated differently from classical theory. By
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comprehensively addressing the topic, such texts sometimes bombard the reader with extensive
theoretical concepts.16 These are great sources of information, but only for those who already have
a firm understanding of the basics of improvisation.
Most pedagogical materials in jazz improvisation approach the topic by encouraging
students to learn and manipulate chords, play simple chord sequences (e.g. ii-V-I), or through
learning “standard” jazz tunes. For instance, the most recent addition to jazz vibraphone literature
is Ed Saindon’s three-part series, A Complete Guide to Improvisation.17 Saindon provides a course
of studying concepts for approaching improvisation starting with Chord-Tone Soloing, Tension–
Resolution, Chord-Scale Approaches (modes of major and minor scales), and progressing toward
advanced approaches. These include four-note groupings, upper structure triads, cyclic patterns,
and major 7 #5 imposition. While Saindon’s text and musical examples are thorough in their
theoretical explanation, they are heavily geared toward a reader who already has some knowledge,
or experience in jazz improvisation. The musical examples are not extensive enough in length, or
quantity to provide an uninformed reader with solid understanding of the application of the
concepts. Several of Saindon’s chapters discuss crucial concepts that are addressed in this
document.
Among the multitude of jazz improvisation methods is Mark Levine’s The Jazz Theory
Book and The Jazz Piano Book.18 Levine discusses many fundamental aspects of jazz
improvisation, including chord-scale theory, chord voicings, ii-V-I progressions, voice leading

16

Ed Saindon, The Complete Guide to Improvisation, 3 vols, Boston: Berklee Press, 2013, 2015,
and 2017.
17
Ibid.
18
Mark Levine, The Jazz Theory Book, California: Sher Music Co., 1995; The Jazz Piano Book,
Petaluma: Sher Music Co., 1989.
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with thorough text, and short music examples. However, as with Saindon, the musical examples
are lacking in length for an uninformed reader to confirm his/her knowledge outside of the two, or
four-bar examples.
Stephen Kostka and Dorothy Payne’s Tonal Harmony with an Introduction to TwentiethCentury Music provides a useful example of pedagogy in music theory and analysis.19 It offers a
clear and thorough introduction to the resources and practice of Western music from the
seventeenth century to the present day. Each chapter provides several musical examples and
explanations of the concepts being applied with the focus on the student understanding how to
identify the concepts (e.g., passing notes, neighbor notes, cadences, etc.). Although the text is not
intended to be a method in composition or improvisation, it falls short of discussing the application
of music theory (to be used in composition or improvisation), leaving it purely an analysis and
explanation of music theory.
Each of the concepts discussed through this document are fundamentally important, even
though they merely scratch the surface of the abundance of methodologies, approaches, and music
available. Furthermore, it is integral that the reader “live” in the material of each chapter, as to
allow the concepts to gestate in the performers conscious mind. Once each concept can be executed
from the performers sub-conscious mind, then it is encouraged that they move onto the next
chapter, sequentially. As a combined approach, and a developed understanding and application,
each chapter’s material will bridge the gap for the accomplished classical musician looking to

19

Stefan Kostka and Dorothy Payne, Tonal Harmony with an Introduction to Twentieth-Century
Music, New York: McGraw Hill, 1995.
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delve into jazz improvisation. From here, there are many excellent sources listed in the
bibliography I encourage the reader to pursue for further detail.

The true mastery of manipulating the content, is to internalize all the musical examples
provided, and, apply the concepts to different musical examples that may not have seen these
respective manipulations (chord-tone and chord-scale approaches were discussed in relation
“Burbank,” can now be applied to “Lament,” “Reaction,” “August Sun,” and “Boyito”). Then
further apply the concepts to other pieces; whether they be solo vibraphone and marimba works,
or lead sheet melodies found in one of many Real Books. Additionally, transpose the musical
example into the remaining eleven keys. The synthesis of these actions will strengthen one’s
musical and improvisational vocabulary, and recollection of vocabulary, in keys other than the
ones he, or she, is comfortable performing.

Furthermore, listening is an integral part of music making. Broadening one’s listening
appetite across a variety of musical genres, and artists, will greatly improve the sound palette to
draw on musically. When you find a melody, solo, harmonic progression, rhythm, or anything else
that arouses your interest, make a transcription. Then, analyze it (understanding the context the
material is being performed), then manipulate the content by recontextualization. We all learn by
mimicking others. An infant learns how to speak by copying the sounds and words used in their
surroundings. Even animals learn how to hunt, and survive, from watching their parents.
Improvisation is no different. We develop our vocabulary by mimicking those we enjoy, and
admire, then slowly manipulate those sounds and colors until they become our own original ideas.
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Finally, music is a creative artform built on subjectivity. In studying these concepts, it is
most important to become intrinsically aware that all sounds are colors, and we are artists,
illustrating in sounds. I wish the reader (and performer) all the best in engaging and applying this
content for a happy, and successful experience in improvisation.
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